visualizations. Research scientists need to work more closely with their computing colleagues to make sure that these needs are met and that the development of new analytic methods tied to scientific, as opposed to business, analysis is pursued.
Finally, we must work together to explore new ways of scaling easy-to-generate visualizations to the data-intensive needs of current scientific pursuits. (Figure 2 shows the use of standard projection techniques as a low-cost alternative to expensive high-end technologies.) Although there are scientific problems that do call for specialized visualizers, many do not. By bringing visualization into everyday use in our laboratories, we can better understand the requirements for the design of new tool kits, and we can learn to share and maintain visualization workflows and products the way we share other scientific systems. A side effect may well be the lowering of barriers (such as costs and accessibility) to more sophisticated visualization of increasingly larger data sets, a crucial functionality for today's data-intensive scientist.
3
Understanding the brain requires a broad range of approaches and methods from the domains of biology, psychology, chemistry, physics, and mathematics. The fundamental challenge is to decipher the "neural choreography" associated with complex behaviors and functions, including thoughts, memories, actions, and emotions. This demands the acquisition and integration of vast amounts of data of many types, at multiple scales in time and in space. Here we discuss the need for neuroinformatics approaches to accelerate progress, using several illustrative examples. The nascent field of "connectomics" aims to comprehensively describe neuronal connectivity at either a macroscopic level (in long-distance pathways for the entire brain) or a microscopic level (among axons, dendrites, and synapses in a small brain region). The Neuroscience Information Framework (NIF) encompasses all of neuroscience and facilitates the integration of existing knowledge and databases of many types. These examples illustrate the opportunities and challenges of data mining across multiple tiers of neuroscience information and underscore the need for cultural and infrastructure changes if neuroinformatics is to fulfill its potential to advance our understanding of the brain.
D
eciphering the workings of the brain is the domain of neuroscience, one of the most dynamic fields of modern biology. Over the past few decades, our knowledge about the nervous system has advanced at a remarkable pace. These advances are critical for understanding the mechanisms underlying the broad range of brain functions, from controlling breathing to forming complex thoughts. They are also essential for uncovering the causes of the vast array of brain disorders, whose impact on humanity is staggering (1) . To accelerate progress, it is vital to develop more powerful methods for capitalizing on the amount and diversity of experimental data generated in association with these discoveries.
The human brain contains~80 billion neurons that communicate with each other via specialized connections or synapses (2) . A typical adult brain has~150 trillion synapses (3) . The point of all this communication is to orchestrate brain activity. Each neuron is a piece of cellular machinery that relies on neurochemical and electrophysiological mechanisms to integrate complicated inputs and communicate information to other neurons. But no matter how accomplished, a single neuron can never perceive beauty, feel sadness, or solve a mathematical problem. These capabilities emerge only when networks of neurons work together. Ensembles of brain cells, often quite far-flung, form integrated neural circuits, and the activity of the network as a whole supports specific brain functions such as perception, cognition, or emotions. Moreover, these circuits are not static. Environmental events trigger molecular mechanisms of neuroplasticity that alter the morphology and connectivity of brain cells. The strengths and pattern of synaptic connectivity encode the "software" of brain function. Experience, by inducing changes in that connectivity, can substantially alter the function of specific circuits during development and throughout the life span.
A grand challenge in neuroscience is to elucidate brain function in relation to its multiple layers of organization that operate at different spatial and temporal scales. Central to this effort is tackling "neural choreography": the integrated functioning of neurons into brain circuits, including their spatial organization, local, and long-distance connections; their temporal orchestration; and their dynamic features, including interactions with their glial cell partners. Neural choreography cannot be understood via a purely reductionist approach. Rather, it entails the convergent use of analytical and synthetic tools to gather, analyze, and mine information from each level of analysis and capture the emergence of new layers of function (or dysfunction) as we move from studying genes and proteins, to cells, circuits, thought, and behavior.
The Need for Neuroinformatics
The profoundly complex nature of the brain requires that neuroscientists use the full spectrum of tools available in modern biology: genetic, cellular, anatomical, electrophysiological, behavioral, evolutionary, and computational. The experimental methods involve many spatial scales, from electron microscopy (EM) to whole-brain human neuroimaging, and time scales ranging from microseconds for ion channel gating to years for longitudinal studies of human development and aging. An increasing number of insights emerge from integration and synthesis across these spatial and temporal domains. However, such efforts face impediments related to the diversity of scientific subcultures and differing approaches to data acquisition, storage, description, and analysis, and even to the language in which they are described. It is often unclear how best to integrate the linear information of genetic sequences, the highly visual data of neuroanatomy, the time-dependent data of electrophysiology, and the more global level of analyzing behavior and clinical syndromes.
The great majority of neuroscientists carry out highly focused, hypothesis-driven research that can be powerfully framed in the context of known circuits and functions. Such efforts are complemented by a growing number of projects that provide large data sets aimed not at testing a specific hypothesis but instead enabling dataintensive discovery approaches by the community at large. Notable successes include gene expression atlases from the Allen Institute for Brain Sciences (4) and the Gene Expression Nervous System Atlas (GENSAT) Project (5), and disease-specific human neuroimaging repositories (6). However, the neuroscience community is not yet fully engaged in exploiting the rich array of data currently available, nor is it adequately poised to capitalize on the forthcoming data explosion.
Below we highlight several major endeavors that provide complementary perspectives on the challenges and opportunities in neuroscience data mining. One is a set of "connectome" projects that aim to comprehensively describe neural circuits at either the macroscopic or the microscopic level. Another, the Neuroscience Information Framework (NIF), encompasses all of neuroscience and provides access to existing knowledge and databases of many types. These and other efforts provide fresh approaches to the challenge of elucidating neural choreography.
Connectomes: Macroscopic and Microscopic
Brain anatomy provides a fundamental threedimensional framework around which many types of neuroscience data can be organized and mined. Decades of effort have revealed immense amounts of information about local and longdistance connections in animal brains. A wide range of tools (such as immunohistochemistry and in situ hybridization) have characterized the biochemical nature of these circuits that are studied electrophysiologically, pharmacologically, and behaviorally (7). Several ongoing efforts aim to integrate anatomical information into searchable resources that provide a backbone for understanding circuit biology and function (8-10). The challenge of integrating such data will dramatically increase with the advent of high-throughput anatomical methods, including those emerging from the nascent field of connectomics.
A connectome is a comprehensive description of neural connectivity for a specified brain region at a specified spatial scale (11, 12). Connectomics currently includes distinct subdomains for studying the macroconnectome (long-distance pathways linking patches of gray matter) and the microconnectome (complete connectivity within a single gray-matter patch).
The Human Connectome Project. Until recently, methods for charting neural circuits in the human brain were sorely lacking (13) . This situation has changed dramatically with the advent of noninvasive neuroimaging methods. Two complementary modalities of magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) provide the most useful information about long-distance connections. One modality uses diffusion imaging to determine the orientation of axonal fiber bundles in white matter, based on the preferential diffusion of water molecules parallel to these fiber bundles. Tractography is an analysis strategy that uses this information to estimate long-distance pathways linking different gray-matter regions (14, 15) . A second modality, resting-state functional MRI (R-fMRI), is based on slow fluctuations in the standard fMRI BOLD signal that occur even when people are at rest. The time courses of these fluctuations are correlated across gray-matter locations, and the spatial patterns of the resultant functional connectivity correlation maps are closely related but not identical to the known pattern of direct anatomical connectivity (16, 17) . Diffusion imaging and R-fMRI each have important limitations, but together they offer powerful and complementary windows on human brain connectivity.
To address these opportunities, the National Institutes of Health (NIH) recently launched the Human Connectome Project (HCP) and awarded grants to two consortia (18). The consortium led by Washington University in St. Louis and the University of Minnesota (19) aims to characterize whole-brain circuitry and its variability across individuals in 1200 healthy adults (300 twin pairs and their nontwin siblings). Besides diffusion imaging and R-fMRI, task-based fMRI data will be acquired in all study participants, along with extensive behavioral testing; 100 participants will also be studied with magnetoencephalography (MEG) and electroencephalography (EEG). Acquired blood samples will enable genotyping or full-genome sequencing of all participants near the end of the 5-year project. Currently, data acquisition and analysis methods are being extensively refined using pilot data sets. Data acquisition from the main cohort will commence in mid-2012.
Neuroimaging and behavioral data from the HCP will be made freely available to the neuroscience community via a database (20) and a platform for visualization and user-friendly data mining. This informatics effort involves major challenges owing to the large amounts of data (expected to be~1 petabyte), the diversity of data types, and the many possible types of data mining. Some investigators will drill deeply by analyzing high-resolution connectivity maps between all gray-matter locations. Others will explore a more compact "parcellated connectome" among all identified cortical and subcortical parcels. Data mining options will reveal connectivity differences between subpopulations that are selected by behavioral phenotype (such as high versus low IQ) and various other characteristics (Fig. 1) . The utility of HCP-generated data will be enhanced by close links to other resources containing complementary types of spatially organized data, such as the Allen Human Brain Atlas (21), which contains neural gene expression maps.
Microconnectomes. Recent advances in serial section EM, high-resolution optical imaging methods, and sophisticated image segmentation methods enable detailed reconstructions of the Fig. 1 . Schematic illustration of online data mining capabilities envisioned for the HCP. Investigators will be able to pose a wide range of queries (such as the connectivity patterns of a particular brain region of interest averaged across a group of individuals, based on behavioral criteria) and view the search results interactively on three-dimensional brain models. Data sets of interest will be freely available for downloading and additional offline analysis.
www.sciencemag.org SCIENCE VOL 331 11 FEBRUARY 2011 microscopic connectome at the level of individual synapses, axons, dendrites, and glial processes (22) (23) (24) . Current efforts focus on the reconstruction of local circuits, such as small patches of the cerebral cortex or retina, in laboratory animals. As such data sets begin to emerge, a fresh set of informatics challenges will arise in handling petabyte amounts of primary and analyzed data and in providing data mining platforms that enable neuroscientists to navigate complex local circuits and examine interesting statistical characteristics.
Micro-and macroconnectomes exemplify distinct data types within particular tiers of analysis that will eventually need to be linked. Effective interpretation of both macro-and microconnectomic approaches will require novel informatics and computational approaches that enable these two types of data to be analyzed in a common framework and infrastructure. Efforts such as the Blue Brain Project (25) represent an important initial thrust in this direction, but the endeavor will entail decades of effort and innovation.
Powerful and complementary approaches such as optogenetics operate at an intermediate (mesoconnectome) spatial scale by directly perturbing neural circuits in vivo or in vitro with light-activated ion channels inserted into selected neuronal types (26) . Other optical methods, such as calcium imaging with two-photon laser microscopy, enable analysis of the dynamics of ensembles of neurons in microcircuits (27, 28) and can lead to new conceptualizations of brain function (29) . Such approaches provide an especially attractive window on neural choreography as they assess or perturb the temporal patterns of macro-or microcircuit activity.
The NIF Connectome-related projects illustrate ways in which neuroscience as a field is evolving at the level of neural circuitry. Other discovery efforts include genome-wide gene expression profiling [for example, (30) ] or epigenetic analyses across multiple brain regions in normal and diseased brains. This wide range of efforts results in a sharp increase in the amount and diversity of data being generated, making it unlikely that neuroscience will be adequately served by only a handful of centralized databases, as is largely the case for the genomics and proteomics community (31) . How, then, can we access and explore these resources more effectively to support the data-intensive discovery envisioned in The Fourth Paradigm (32)?
Tackling this question was a prime motivation behind the NIF (33). The NIF was launched in 2005 to survey the current ecosystem of neuroscience resources (databases, tools, and materials) and to establish a resource description framework and search strategy for locating, accessing, and using digital neuroscience-related resources (34) .
The NIF catalog, a human-curated registry of known resources, currently includes more than 3500 such resources, and new ones are added daily. Over 2000 of these resources are databases that range in size from hundreds to millions of records. Many were created at considerable effort and expense, yet most of them remain underused by the research community.
Clearly, it is inefficient for individual researchers to sequentially visit and explore thousands of databases, and conventional online search engines are inadequate, insofar as they do not effectively index or search database content. To promote the discovery and use of online databases, the NIF created a portal through which users can search not only the NIF registry but the content of multiple databases simultaneously. The current NIF federation includes more than 65 databases accessing~30 million records (35) in major domains of relevance to neuroscience (Fig. 2) . Besides very large genomic collections, there are nearly 1 million antibody records, 23,000 brain connectivity records, and >50,000 brain activation coordinates. Many of these areas are covered by multiple databases, which the NIF knits together into a coherent view. Although impressive, this represents only the tip of the iceberg. Most individual databases are underpopulated because of insufficient community contributions. Entire domains of neuroscience (such as electrophysiology and behavior) are underrepresented as compared to genomics and neuroanatomy.
Ideally, NIF users should be able not only to locate answers that are known but to mine available data in ways that spur new hypotheses regarding what is not known. Perhaps the single biggest roadblock to this higher-order data mining is the lack of standardized frameworks for organizing neuroscience data. Individual investigators often use terminology or spatial coordinate systems customized for their own particular analysis approaches. This customization is a substantial barrier to data integration, requiring considerable human effort to access each resource, understand the context and content of the data, and determine the conditions under which they can be compared to other data sets of interest.
To address the terminology problem, the NIF has assembled an expansive lexicon and ontology covering the broad domains of neuroscience by synthesizing open-access community ontologies (36) . The Neurolex and accompanying NIFSTD (NIF-standardized) ontologies provide definitions of over 50,000 concepts, using formal languages to represent brain regions, cells, subcellular structures, molecules, diseases, and functions, and the relations among them. When users search for a concept through the NIF, it automatically expands the query to include all synonymous or closely related terms. For example, a query for "striatum" will include "neostriatum, dorsal striatum, caudoputamen, caudate putamen" and other variants. Neurolex terms are accessible through a wiki (37) that allows users to view, augment, and modify these concepts. The goal is to provide clear definitions of each concept that can be used not only by humans but by automated agents, such as the NIF, to navigate the complexities of human neuroscience knowledge. A key feature is the assignment of a unique resource identifier to make it easier for search algorithms to distinguish among concepts that share the same label. For example, nucleus (part of cell) and nucleus (part of brain) are distinguished by unique IDs. Using these identifiers in addition to natural language to reference concepts in databases and publications, although conceptually simple, is an especially powerful means for making data maximally discoverable and useful.
These efforts to develop and deploy a semantic framework for neuroscience, spearheaded by the NIF and the International Neuroinformatics Coordinating Facility (38), are complemented by projects related to brain atlases and spatial frameworks (39-41), providing tools for referencing data to a standard coordinate system based on the brain anatomy of a given organism.
Neuroinformatics as a Prelude to New Discoveries
How might improved access to multiple tiers of neurobiological data help us understand the brain? Imagine that we are investigating the neurobiology of bipolar disorder, an illness in which moods are normal for long periods of time, yet are labile and sometimes switch to mania or depression without an obvious external trigger. Although highly heritable, this disease appears to be genetically very complex and possibly quite heterogeneous (42) . We may discover numerous genes that impart vulnerability to the illness. Some may be ion channels, others synaptic proteins or transcription factors. How will we uncover how disparate genetic causes lead to a similar clinical phenotype? Are they all affecting the morphology of certain cells; the dynamics of specific microcircuits, for example, within the amygdala; the orchestration of information across regions, for example, between the amygdala and the prefrontal cortex? Can we create genetic mouse models of the various mutated genes and show a convergence at any of these levels? Can we capture the critical changes in neuronal and/or glial function (at any of the levels) and find ways to prevent the illness? Discovering the common thread for such a disease will surely benefit from tools that facilitate navigation across the multiple tiers of data-genetics, gene expression/epigenetics, changes in neuronal activity, and differences in dynamics at the micro and macro levels, depending on the mood state. No single focused level of analysis will suffice to achieve a satisfactory understanding of the disease. In neural choreography terms, we need to identify the dancers, define the nature of the dance, and uncover how the disease disrupts it.
Recommendations
Need for a cultural shift. To meet the grand challenge of elucidating neural choreography, we need increasingly powerful scientific tools to study brain activity in space and in time, to extract the key features associated with particular events, and to do so on a scale that reveals commonalities and differences between individual brains. This requires an informatics infrastructure that has built-in flexibility to incorporate new types of data and navigate across tiers and domains of knowledge.
The NIF currently provides a platform for integrating and systematizing existing neuroscience knowledge and has been working to define best practices for those producing new neuroscience data. Good planning and future investment are needed to broaden and harden the overall framework for housing, analyzing, and integrating future neuroscience knowledge. The International Neuroinformatics Coordinating Facility (INCF) plays an important role in coordinating and promoting this framework at a global level.
But can neuroscience evolve so that neuroinformatics becomes integral to how we study the brain? This would entail a cultural shift in the field regarding the importance of data sharing and mining. It would also require recognition that neuroscientists produce data not just for consumption by readers of the conventional literature, but for automated agents that can find, relate, and begin to interpret data from databases as well as the literature. Search technologies are advancing rapidly, but the complexity of scientific data continues to challenge. To make neuroscience data maximally interoperable within a global neuroscience information framework, we encourage the neuroscience community and the associated funding agencies to consider the following set of general and specific suggestions: 1) Neuroscientists should, as much as is feasible, share their data in a form that is machineaccessible, such as through a Web-based database or some other structured form that benefits from increasingly powerful search tools.
2) Databases spanning a growing portion of the neuroscience realm need to be created, populated, and sustained. This effort needs adequate support from federal and other funding mechanisms.
3) Because databases become more useful as they are more densely populated (43) , adding to existing databases may be preferable to creating customized new ones. The NIF, INCF, and other resources provide valuable tools for finding existing databases. 4) Data consumption will increasingly involve machines first and humans second. Whether creating database content or publishing journal articles, neuroscientists should annotate content using community ontologies and identifiers. Coordinates, atlas, and registration method should be specified when referencing spatial locations.
5) Some types of published data (such as brain coordinates in neuroimaging studies) should be reported in standardized table formats that facilitate data mining. 6) Investment needs to occur in interdisciplinary research to develop computational, machine-learning, and visualization methods for synthesizing across spatial and temporal information tiers. 7) Educational strategies from undergraduate through postdoctoral levels are needed to ensure that neuroscientists of the next generation are proficient in data mining and using the datasharing tools of the future. 8) Cultural changes are needed to promote widespread participation in this endeavor. These ideas are not just a way to be responsible and collaborative; they may serve a vital role in attaining a deeper understanding of brain function and dysfunction.
With such efforts, and some luck, the machinery that we have created, including powerful computers and associated tools, may provide us with the means to comprehend this "most unaccountable of machinery" (44), our own brain.
